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Introduction: Brain surgery in the language dominant hemisphere remains challenging due to unintended post-
surgical language deficits, despite using pre-surgical functional magnetic resonance (fMRI) and intraoperative
cortical stimulation. Moreover, patients are often recommended not to undergo surgery if the accompanying risk
to language appears to be too high. While standard fMRI language mapping protocols may have relatively good
predictive value at the group level, they remain sub-optimal on an individual level. The standard tests used
typically assess lexico-semantic aspects of language, and they do not accurately reflect the complexity of
language either in comprehension or production at the sentence level. Among patients who had left hemisphere
language dominance we assessed which tests are best at activating language areas in the brain.
Method: We compared grammar tests (items testing word order in actives and passives, wh-subject and object
questions, relativized subject and object clauses and past tense marking) with standard tests (object naming,
auditory and visual responsive naming), using pre-operative fMRI. Twenty-five surgical candidates (13 females)
participated in this study. Sixteen patients presented with a brain tumor, and nine with epilepsy. All participants
underwent two pre-operative fMRI protocols: one including CYCLE-N grammar tests (items testing word order in
actives and passives, wh-subject and object questions, relativized subject and object clauses and past tense
marking); and a second one with standard fMRI tests (object naming, auditory and visual responsive naming).
fMRI activations during performance in both protocols were compared at the group level, as well as in individual
candidates.
Results: The grammar tests generated more volume of activation in the left hemisphere (left/right angular gyrus,
right anterior/posterior superior temporal gyrus) and identified additional language regions not shown by the
standard tests (e.g., left anterior/posterior supramarginal gyrus). The standard tests produced more activation in
left BA 47. Ten participants had more robust activations in the left hemisphere in the grammar tests and two in
the standard tests. The grammar tests also elicited substantial activations in the right hemisphere and thus
turned out to be superior at identifying both right and left hemisphere contribution to language processing.
Conclusion: The grammar tests may be an important addition to the standard pre-operative fMRI testing.
1. Introduction
1.1. Challenges of clinical language mapping
While most agree that the ability to communicate is critical to
patient outcome after surgery, little attention is given to the complexity
of language structures in clinical mapping procedures (Połczyńska,
2009; Połczyńska et al., 2014; Rofes and Miceli, 2014). The goal of this
study is to evaluate whether including an assessment of grammar
comprehension and production in clinical language functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) can provide us with additional areas of
activation in the language network and to compare these results with a
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standard fMRI testing protocol.
An increasing number of centers use functional MRI because it is a
particularly valuable and non-invasive method assessing language
organization in the brain (e.g., Sabsevitz et al., 2003; Połczyńska
et al., 2015, 2016). Frequently used language tests involve a wide
range of lexical-semantic tasks, e.g., object naming, auditory responsive
naming and word generation (Bookheimer, 2007; Fernández Coello
et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2012). However, there is no single established
protocol for pre-surgical language fMRI.
Presurgical language mapping remains sub-optimal. In our clinical
practice patients can be denied surgery if a lesion is in close proximity
to eloquent language sites because the procedure could result in new,
pronounced language deficits. Brain surgeries carry a risk of new
postoperative language deficits (Sabsevitz et al., 2003; Wilson et al.,
2015). In a recently-completed survey we found approximately 25% of
responding epilepsy programs reported one or more instances where a
patient experienced a persisting (> 3 months) postoperative language
deficit in spite of preserving all areas that were positive with pre-
operative language fMRI (Benjamin et al., 2015). Neurosurgical lan-
guage evaluations typically do not account for particular aspects of
grammar (Połczyńska, 2009; Połczyńska et al., 2014). Without mapping
grammar, patients may suffer post-operative language deficits (Rofes
and Miceli, 2014). This is because grammar and lexico-semantic aspects
of language have a partially segregated representation at the neural and
behavioral level in adults (Ardila, 2011; Friederici, 2011; Jackendoff,
2007; Rodd et al., 2015; Skeide et al., 2014). The ability to name
objects can be spared in the face of impaired action naming or
grammatical processing (e.g., Miceli et al., 1984; Hillis et al., 2002;
Mätzig et al., 2009; Rofes et al., 2015a). Moreover, severely impaired
production of verbal morphology may be accompanied by an intact
ability to produce nominal morphology (e.g., Shapiro and Caramazza,
2003; Tsapkini et al., 2002).
Ojemann and Mateer (1979) were the first to use direct cortical
electrical stimulation to identify areas of the brain that were exclusively
devoted to more complex aspects of language involving syntax. Since
then there have been only a few studies that investigated aspects of
grammar in the clinical language mapping context (Ojemann and
Mateer, 1979; Hamberger et al., 2003; Roux et al., 2003; Bello et al.,
2007; Papagno et al., 2011; De Witte et al., 2015; Lubrano et al., 2014;
see also a review by Rofes and Miceli, 2014; Rofes et al., 2015b). Those
studies have examined and even mapped specific tasks to specific brain
regions. Below are examples of grammar tests used in those studies. In
some cases tasks were labeled as “syntactic” or “grammar” but in fact
were lexical tasks:
(1) Object naming – a naming to picture test included in standard
protocols, not a syntactic test,
(2) Auditory responsive naming – naming object to oral description. If the
task contains a verb (e.g., “it tells time” for “a watch”), it taps on
verb processing. Yet, this is not a syntactic task.
(3) Action naming – evaluates single word verb production, with only
third person singular verb forms required. Since no other forms
were used, subject-verb agreement was not really being tested,
except in this very limited sense,
(4) Verb generation – assesses only the ability to produce a single word,
one that is semantically associated with a singular noun. This is not
a syntactic test,
(5) Syntactic fluency – a lexical task, not one that tests knowledge of
syntax structure. The only syntactic aspect of the test is in requiring
knowledge of the lexical category (noun, verb) of a word.
Moreover, accessing verbs is very different from using verbs in
sentences.
Examples of tasks tackling grammatical aspects of language applied
in those studies are:
(1) Naming finite verbs – a sentence frame is provided. The subject has to
complete the sentence with the correctly inflected verb,
(2) Sentence-completion – requires the ability to process the sentence
frame given and complete it with a syntactically correct form of the
word,
(3) Syntactic sentence judgment – requires the participant to assess
whether a sentence containing a given syntactic structure is correct
or not,
(4) Sentence comprehension – requires indicating which picture corre-
sponds to the sentence heard or read (e.g., “a man poking a woman
versus a woman poking a man”). The task typically assesses
comprehension of reversible active versus passive voice word order.
1.2. Assessment of grammar
Grammar refers to the implicit knowledge of what can be a well-
formed word, phrase or sentence that then allows one to produce,
comprehend and judge the grammaticality of words and their combina-
tions. Grammar goes beyond simple word meaning and more accurately
reflects and comprises the complexity of human language. Grammar is
subserved in part by procedural (implicit) memory in contrast to lexical
knowledge that is subserved by declarative memory (Ullman, 2001; see
also a review by Perani and Abutalebi, 2005). Those two systems can be
selectively impaired, as evidenced, e.g., by studies on dementia that
report lexical disturbances but few morpho-syntactic impairments
(Kempler et al., 1987; Léger and Jonhnson, 2007; but see Wilson
et al., 2012). Testing grammar thus not only offers a fuller picture of
language function, but an essential component of that picture. Grammar
includes (1) syntax—the rules and constraints that govern word order
in phrases and sentences, and (2) morphology—processes that, in part,
govern affixation: inflections added to word stems, e.g., adding tense to
verbs, such as, sign-signed where sign is the stem and –ed is the
inflection. Under the most current version of minimalist theory,
morphology is completely subsumed under syntax, and thus, inflection
is syntax (e.g., Sportiche et al., 2013).
Assessing grammar in people with brain tumors is relevant because
inflections can be selectively disturbed, while the ability to generate
word stems is preserved (Miozzo et al., 2010). In the left hemisphere
(LH), syntax engages a wide range of areas. Based on lesion and
neuroimaging studies areas implicated in frontal cortex include the
operculum, inferior frontal gyrus (BA 47, 45, 44) and mid-frontal (BA
46) cortex; temporal regions implicated include the anterior and
posterior superior temporal gyrus as well as posterior middle temporal
gyrus, and the superior temporal sulcus; parietal regions include the
angular and supramarginal gyri as well as superior parietal cortex and
precuneus (den Ouden et al., 2012; Dronkers et al., 2004; Grodzinsky
and Friederici, 2006; Hickok and Rogalsky, 2011; Newman et al., 2010;
Turken and Dronkers, 2011; Tyler et al., 2013; Wright et al., 2012).
Inflectional morphology recruits left inferior frontal areas (Justus et al.,
2011; Ullman, 2001), though the non-dominant right hemisphere (RH)
may also play an important role (Grodzinsky and Friederici, 2006;
Pulvermüller, 2010).
In Połczyńska et al. (2014) we added grammar tests to standard
lexico-semantic tasks during the recovery phase of the Wada test. The
results showed that the grammar tests (syntax and morphology) were
superior at lateralizing language function to the dominant LH
(p = 0.01), compared to the standard tests (p = 0.2). Because grammar
tests elucidate the complexity of language rather than concentrating on
word knowledge, they may be more sensitive in identifying core aspects
of communication that are not normally detected by current testing,
e.g., inability to form and/or understand sentences, such as in The girl
who the boy is pushing is wearing yellow. This sentence requires under-
standing who the subject and the object of the main clause are and
which of these the relative clause modifies, as well as knowing that the
object in the relative clause has been moved.
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1.3. Anterior versus posterior language areas
In our clinical practice we found that different tasks differentially
activate more anterior (i.e., Broca's) versus more posterior (i.e.,
Wernicke's) areas, such as tasks requiring production versus language
comprehension, respectively. Task differences in Broca's versus
Wernicke's region have also been shown in the literature. For example,
lexico-semantic tasks, such as auditory responsive naming have been
shown to activate the frontal language areas (orbital frontal areas;
Gaillard et al., 2004). We also found using Wada testing that some
patients have mixed language dominance, where expressive and
receptive language is located in different hemispheres. Furthermore,
we found that the standard lexico-semantic tests generate higher fMRI
activations in anterior as compared to posterior language sites. In
particular, the standard lexico-semantic tasks activate the frontal
language areas, e.g., an auditory responsive naming task has been
shown to activate the orbital frontal regions. We typically do not see
much neural activity outside Wernicke's area in the left posterior
language regions, such as, e.g., the angular gyrus, supramarginal gyrus,
or posterior middle temporal gyrus (e.g., Bookheimer, 2007; Połczyńska
et al., 2016). A recent study by Ivanova et al. (2016) demonstrated that
the integrity of the more posterior segments of the major language
tracts in the dominant left hemisphere (e.g., the inferior fronto-occipital
fasciculus) was strongly related to performance in grammar. Further,
the majority of surgical candidates undergoing language fMRI have a
lesion neighboring either Broca's or Wernicke's area. Therefore, it
should be useful, even necessary, to analyze those regions separately
in order to verify which language tests (lexico-semantic or grammar)
best engage anterior and posterior language areas. Hence, we chose to
divide language areas into anterior and posterior ones.
1.4. Hypothesis
In this study we used a comprehensive grammar protocol in pre-
surgical language fMRI in epilepsy and tumor patients. We investigated
aspects of grammar that are particularly vulnerable to brain pathology:
syntactic movement (in relative clauses and questions) and inflectional
morphology, particularly Tense (Linebarger et al., 1983; Grodzinsky
and Finkel, 1998; van der Lely, 1998; Friedmann, 2001; Bastiaanse and
Thompson, 2003; Edwards and Varlokosta, 2007; Friedmann et al.,
2010; Shetreet and Friedmann, 2014). Since this work is hypothesis-
driven, we focused on regions that were damaged in those studies. We
thus selected nine language regions of interest (ROI) in each hemi-
sphere: four anterior (BA 44, BA 45, BA 47 and the anterior superior
temporal gyrus) and five posterior (the posterior middle temporal
gyrus, posterior superior temporal gyrus, anterior and posterior supra-
marginal gyrus and angular gyrus). The regions were also indicated in
studies using a full-brain analysis (e.g., Gaillard et al., 2004; Friederici
et al., 2000; Bornkessel et al., 2005). We chose the ROI approach
because we did not want to correct for the whole brain in our analysis.
We know that other language regions (e.g., the visual cortex) are
irrelevant for the language processes we tested, and power is a problem.
We hypothesized that grammar tests would produce more volume of
activation in the LH, both in anterior and posterior language areas.
Since the grammar process is strongly left-lateralized (e.g., Połczyńska
et al., 2014), we are expecting to see far less activation in the RH.
Studies on split-brain individuals have shown that the RH performed at
chance level even on semantically reversible subject-verb-object (active
declarative) sentences (Gazzaniga and Hillyard, 1971). If, however,
there is more substantial activity in the RH, it might be caused by
functional compensation (Deng et al., 2015; Thiel et al., 2006). In that
case we should see differences between LH and RH lesion patients with
the former group showing more volume of activation in the RH. To our
knowledge the current study is the first to investigate the neuroarch-
itecture of specific aspects of morpho-syntax via research and theore-
tically motivated grammar comprehension and production items with
fMRI in surgical candidates.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Subjects
Twenty-five patients (13 females; 16 epilepsy, 9 brain tumors)
participated in the study (see Table 1). A total of 47 patients with brain
tumor or epilepsy participated. Twenty-two patients were excluded due
to excessive movement in the scanner (N = 17) or RH dominance on
the standard language tasks and/or Wada testing (N = 5). Mean age
was 38.8 years (± 11.7). Eighteen patients had LH lesions and seven
Table 1
Patient demographics. E = epilepsy, T = tumor, L = left, R = right, Y = yes, N = no.
Patient # Etiology Lesion Lobe Sex Age Years of education Handedness Previous surgery Language deficits
1 E L Temporal M 37 12 L Y Y
2 E L Temporal M 38 12 R Y Y
3 E L Temporal M 23 12 L Y Y
4 E L Temporal F 31 12 L N N
5 E R Temporal F 49 12 R N N
6 E L Temporal F 48 14 R N N
7 E L Temporal M 56 12 R N Y
8 E L Temporal F 21 16 R N N
9 E L Temporal F 40 13 R Y N
10 T L Fronto-temporal F 44 18 R Y Y
11 T L Frontal F 26 18 R N N
12 T R Temporal M 36 12 R N N
13 T R Temporal F 58 12 R N Y
14 T L Temporo-parietal M 26 16 R N Y
15 T L Temporal M 35 16 R N Y
16 T R Fronto-parietal M 31 12 R N N
17 T L Temporal F 27 14 R Y N
18 T L Temporal F 22 12 R N Y
19 T L Frontal M 27 12 R N N
20 T R Fronto-temporal F 48 16 R N N
21 T L Frontal M 36 14 R N Y
22 T R Fronto-temporal M 51 12 R N Y
23 T R Parietal M 49 16 L N Y
24 T L Temporo-parietal F 39 18 R N Y
25 T L Temporal F 60 20 A N Y
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had RH lesions. Twenty subjects were right-handed; four left-handed;
and one was ambidextrous. Six patients had previously undergone
resections to treat their epilepsy/brain tumor. Fourteen participants
had mild or moderate aphasia on standard presurgical neurocognitive
testing and/or on a pre-fMRI interview. Due to the treatment urgency of
most of our tumor patients (the needs of particular patients were
sometimes inconsistent with getting formal testing), we were only able
to obtain results from formal neurocognitive assessments for 4 of 25
patients. Assessment included assessment of language, verbal executive
ability, working memory and attention (Boston Naming Test-II; Boston
Diagnostic Aphasia Exam (BDAE), BDAE Complex Ideational Material;
Controlled Oral Word Association test: letters (F, A, S), category
(animals); Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale IV Digit span and Voca-
bulary; Woodcock Johnson-III Word Attack). The assessment was
conducted at the UCLA neuropsychology clinic.
Average age of seizure onset in the epilepsy subjects was 24.7 years
(± 12.2). All participants had an adult seizure onset, with the
exception of one patient who had his first seizure at age seven. The
participants received direct instruction and task practice prior to
beginning the fMRI session. Only participants who were able to
complete the practice run were included in the study.
2.2. fMRI
2.2.1. fMRI tasks
2.2.1.1. The standard tests. The participants performed three standard
language tests:
(1) Object naming (the patient looked at a black and white drawing of a
concrete object and thought of its name, e.g., a watch, a sock),
(2) Auditory responsive naming (the patient heard a phrase, e.g., “wear
them on feet” and thought of the word being described,
(3) Visual responsive naming (reading: the patient read a phrase, e.g.,
“color of the sky” and thought of the word being defined) (e.g.,
Gaillard et al., 2004).
2.2.1.2. The CYCLE-N. Next, the participants performed seven
grammar tasks from the CYCLE-N (an adaptation of a well-validated
clinical instrument for grammar evaluation, the CYCLE; Curtiss and
Yamada, 2004). The CYCLE-N evaluates aspects of grammar that are
known to be particularly vulnerable to brain damage (Bastiaanse and
Thompson, 2003; Edwards and Varlokosta, 2007; Friedmann, 2001;
Friedmann et al., 2010; Linebarger et al., 1983; Shetreet and
Friedmann, 2014; van der Lely, 1998). The test uses pictures that can
be interpreted by very young children (even those suffering from
substantial cognitive deficits) and adults with progressive dementia
(Curtiss and Yamada, 2004; CYCLE manual). The vocabulary used in
Fig. 1. Sample fMRI stimuli from the CYCLE-N: (a) Production test for passive voice. The subject is instructed to look at two pictures and finish a sentence they hear: Here the boy is chasing
the dog but here the boy…, (b) Comprehension test for relativized object clauses. The subject is looking at two pictures and chooses one that matches a sentence they hear: The girl who the
boy is hugging is wearing green, (c) Comprehension test for “wh”-subject questions. The subject is looking at the picture and silently answers a question:Which person is pushing the man?, and
(d) Production test for regular and irregular past tense. The subject is instructed to look at the pictures and finish a sentence they hear: Here the boy is about to paint a picture but here he
already….
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the CYCLE-N fMRI tasks consists of highly frequent nouns and verbs.
The same vocabulary items are used throughout the test, so that one can
rule out knowing the vocabulary involved as a reason for poor
performance on a specific set of items. The CYCLE-N includes both
“simple” structures, such as marking plural or tense to more complex
grammatical structures (e.g., relative clauses and movement), such as
those that involve movement of parts of a sentence (“constituents”)
from their original position to another position in their clause (e.g.,
moving the direct object of the verb in a clause, such as “the girl” in the
clause “the girl who the boy is pulling” where “the girl” is the direct
object of the verb “pull” and would follow the verb in the original form
of the clause, which would be “the boy is pulling the girl”). The test uses
minimal pair sentences that differ only in morphosyntax, e.g., “Which
girl is pulling the boy? versus Which girl is the boy pulling?”. We tested
both comprehension and production because the two language
modalities have been shown to engage, in part, distinct language
networks (Neuhaus and Penke, 2008).
A subset of CYCLE-N items was selected for this study to balance
assessment with time constraints. The participants first underwent a
preliminary assessment that involved all the grammar aspects tested in
the scanner (N = 7). We used three test items per each grammatical
structure (total N of test items = 21). Pre-testing used stimuli not
applied during MR imaging. After that, participants underwent fMRI
imaging with comprehension and production tests. In the grammar
production tests the participants were asked to silently finish a sentence
that described pictures presented on a screen (Fig. 1a and d). We
administered three production tests with 16 sentences each. In the
grammar comprehension tests the subjects were asked to (a) look at two
pictures and silently choose the one that matched a sentence they heard
(three tests, 16 sentences each) (Fig. 1b), or (b) silently answer a
question about a picture they were looking at (one test, 16 sentences)
(see Fig. 1c; see Table 2 for the distribution of production and
comprehension tests). The grammar tasks evaluated:
(1) syntax:
(a) reversible active and passive sentences,
(b) single clause “which-X” subject and object questions,
(c) relativized subject and object clauses,
(2) morphology: irregular and regular past tense marking on frequent
and infrequent verbs (see Table 2 for examples of specific grammar
structures).
All tasks were presented in a blocked design and each grammar test
began with instructions, followed by alternating blocks of rest and task
(test items) (5 × 20 s and 4 × 20 s, respectively), with four trials per
task block. After acquiring initial sequences, including T2 (up to 5 min),
the patients performed two runs of the standard tests (30 min), followed
by the grammar tests (25 min). Thus, the total time the participants
spent in the scanner was about 1 h.
2.2.2. MRI acquisition
Scanning was performed on a Siemens Allegra head-only 3 Tesla
scanner. Functional blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) echo-
planar images (EPI) were collected using: repetition time (TR) 2.5 s;
echo time (TE) 35 ms; flip angle, 90°; voxel dimensions,
3.1 × 3.1 × 3.1 mm; 0.75 mm gap; field-of-view, 200 mm; matrix,
64 × 64; 96 measurements; 28 slices. Data collected during the first
three TRs were discarded for T1 equilibration. A high-resolution T1-
weighted image (MPRAGE) was obtained to provide detailed brain
anatomy with: TR 2.3 s, TE 2.93 ms, and voxel dimensions
1.3 × 1.3x1mm. An additional T2 structural scan, co-planar to the
EPIs, was acquired to improve alignment to a standard coordinate
system: TR of 5 s; TE, 33 ms; flip angle, 90°; 32 slices; voxel dimensions,
1.55 × 1.55 × 3 mm, field-of-view, 200 mm; and matrix, 128 × 128.
Visual stimuli were presented using a set of MRI-compatible
stereoscopic goggles (Resonance Technology, Northridge, California). Ta
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Participants were also provided a button box to make their responses
for three of the grammar comprehension tasks (relativized subject and
object clauses, active and passive voice, and irregular and regular past).
2.2.3. fMRI data processing
Functional MRI data were processed using tools from the FMRIB
Software Library (FSL), Version 6.0. Preprocessing steps included
motion correction, skull-stripping, spatial smoothing, normalization,
and temporal filtering. Functional images were first registered to the co-
planar structural image, then to the high-resolution T1 image
(MPRAGE), and finally to standard space (Montreal Neurological
Institute (MNI). Registration was visually inspected, motion was
evaluated using relative and absolute motion estimates. We conducted
first-level within-subject FEAT analyses using a general linear model
(GLM) including six motion parameters and regressors for motion
outlier volumes as determined by differential frame-to-frame variance
(dVARS) calculations. The number of images omitted due to motion did
not differ between groups (all p > 0.1).
First-level contrast Z-statistic images were entered into between
group analyses using each subject as a random factor. All Z-statistic
images were cluster thresholded by Z > 2.3, with a cluster-corrected
significance threshold of p = 0.05 (Worsley, 2001).
2.2.4. Statistical analysis of ROI
Based on the literature showing certain areas of brain damage being
linked to impairments in the structures we tested (Bastiaanse and
Thompson, 2003; Dronkers et al., 2004; Edwards and Varlokosta, 2007;
Friedmann, 2001; Friedmann et al., 2010; Linebarger et al., 1983;
Shetreet and Friedmann, 2014) we selected nine ROI in each hemi-
sphere (total ROI N = 18). There were four anterior ROI (BA 44, BA 45,
BA 47 and the anterior superior temporal gyrus) and five posterior ROI
(the posterior middle temporal gyrus, posterior superior temporal
gyrus, anterior and posterior supramarginal gyrus and angular gyrus).
Mean percent signal change was extracted for each ROI to compare (1)
epilepsy versus tumor patients, and (2) LH- versus RH-lesioned patients.
Spheres with a 5 mm radius were created at the gravitational center for
a series of language ROI taken from a Brodmann's area atlas and from
FSL's Harvard-Oxford Cortical Atlas (Drury et al., 1999; see Table 3).
Percent signal change was extracted across each participant's time
course using fslmeants. Analyses of variance (ANOVA) were also
conducted using MATLAB R2014a to compare: standard (all tasks
combined) vs. CYCLE-N (all tasks combined) activation in each
individual ROI. We used a composite measure for the standard and
the CYCLE-N tests because using a panel of language tasks (versus a
single task) has been shown to improve sensitivity and specificity of
fMRI signal in clinical language mapping (e.g., Gaillard et al., 2004; de
Guibert et al., 2010). Paired-sample t-tests compared mean percent
signal change in response to either standard vs. CYCLE-N in ROI
averaged into anterior and posterior clusters. All statistical tests were
conducted using MATLAB R2014a and were corrected for multiple
comparisons using Bonferroni correction.
2.2.5. Individual analysis
We ran two-way ANOVAs to test for significant interaction effects
between task types and ROI on ROI percent signal change for each
patient. ANOVA tests were corrected for multiple comparisons using
Bonferroni Correction. Follow-up two-sample t-tests (uncorrected) were
run for significant ANOVA tests to determine whether patients dis-
played greater activation across standard or grammar tasks for each
ROI.
3. Results
3.1. Group results
Overall, patients displayed increased bilateral ROI activation during
the CYCLE-N when compared with the standard tests. Greater mean
percent signal change was produced by the CYCLE-N (all tasks
combined) than the standard tests (all tasks combined) in the posterior
ROI of the left hemisphere (t(4) =−4.066, p= 0.015) and the
posterior ROI of the right hemisphere (t(4) =−5.947, p= 0.004).
There were no significant differences in mean percent signal change
produced by the standard and CYCLE-N tests in the anterior ROI in the
left or right hemisphere (Fig. 2).
Left hemisphere ROI comparisons showed that of nine ROI, four
were identified exclusively with the CYCLE-N (see Fig. 3a). The CYCLE-
N generated higher activation in the left angular gyrus (p= 0.0006),
while the standard tests produced higher activation in BA 47
(p= 0.0005). The standard language tests only produced negative
percent signal changes within the former region.
Analysis of the right hemisphere ROI also revealed that of nine ROI,
four were identified exclusively with the CYCLE-N: the anterior and
posterior supramarginal gyrus, posterior middle temporal gyrus and
angular gyrus (see Fig. 3b). The CYCLE-N generated a higher volume of
activation in three regions: the anterior STG (p= 0.0002), posterior
STG (p= 0.0008) and angular gyrus (p= 0.00017).
3.2. Individual results
Individual subject analysis showed that within the LH, ten patients
had significantly increased activation in the CYCLE-N, while three
patients (T8, T12 and T27) had significantly increased activation in the
standard tests (see Table 4). Within the RH, twelve patients had
significantly more volume of activation in the CYCLE-N and two
patients had more volume of activation in the standard tests. Detailed
brain images of each patient can be seen in Fig. 1 in the Supplementary
materials; signal percent change in specific LH and RH ROI of
individual subjects can be seen in Table 1 in the Supplementary
materials.
Fig. 4 presents functional language maps for standard versus CYCLE-
N in four patients. The CYCLE-N elicited more volume of activation in
bilateral BA 44, BA 45, posterior superior temporal gyri angular and
supramarginal gyri. Detailed images showing activation the CYCLE-N
and the standard tests in each patient can be seen in Fig. 1 in the
Supplementary materials.
Lesion location (LH versus RH) had very little effect on the volume
of activation either in the CYCLE-N or the standard tests. Similarly,
volume of activation between the epilepsy and tumor group did not
reveal significant differences.
4. Discussion
The goal of this study was to evaluate whether including an
assessment of grammar comprehension and production in clinical
language fMRI can provide us with additional areas of activation in
Table 3
MNI Coordinates for ROI used in percent signal change comparisons of language regions.
BA: Brodmann's area. MTG: middle temporal gyrus. SMG: supramarginal gyrus. STG:
superior temporal gyrus.
Left hemisphere Right hemisphere
ROI X Y Z X Y Z
Angular gyrus 70 34 50 19 36 52
BA 44 69 70 51 21 70 51
BA 45 69 79 42 21 79 43
BA 46 63 85 46 27 85 46
BA 47 62 80 33 28 80 33
MTG posterior 75 49 29 14 51 29
SMG anterior 73 46 54 15 49 55
SMG posterior 72 39 52 17 42 52
STG anterior 73 61 31 16 62 30
STG posterior 75 49 36 14 51 36
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the language network, thus enriching and advancing our knowledge of
the neuroarchitecture of language. The CYCLE-N grammar test, at least
in our sample (25 patients with tumor and epilepsy), was an excellent
testing measure for localizing functional language areas within the
posterior ROI (the angular gyrus) of the LH.
4.1. Group results
Surprisingly, the CYCLE-N also produced more volume of activation
in the posterior RH. Our results within the posterior ROI of the RH also
generated more volume of activation. Since the CYCLE-N seem to be
less lateralizing than the standard tests (due to more volume of
activation bilaterally), they may be an important addition to pre-
operative fMRI in people with brain tumors and people with epilepsy in
cases in which language laterality is known because they will help
identify additional and more specific language areas.
Compared to studies on language lateralization (e.g., Janecek et al.,
2013; Bauer et al., 2014; Nadkarni et al., 2014; DeSalvo et al., 2016;
Morrison et al., 2016), clinical fMRI research has not been sufficiently
focused on language localization within a hemisphere. This is the first
foray into developing a protocol that is optimal for revealing areas of
activity within either hemisphere. Including tests accounting for more
complex linguistic aspects is an important step towards delineating a
more accurate neuroanatomy of specific language structures in surgical
candidates. Through a comprehensive assessment of grammar, we are
more likely to adequately determine the functional anatomy of
language in individual patients (Połczyńska et al., 2014; Rofes and
Miceli, 2014; Rofes et al., 2015b).
We saw substantially greater volume of activation within the left
posterior language ROI with the CYCLE-N (specifically the angular
gyrus). This result is in line with previous studies in which we saw
involvement of the posterior language regions (including the under-
lying white matter) in grammatical processing (Dronkers et al., 2004;
Turken and Dronkers, 2011; Ivanova et al. 2016). There was no
activation in the anterior and posterior supramarginal gyrus, posterior
middle temporal gyrus or angular gyrus with the standard tasks. This
result is consistent with our earlier reports using lexico-semantic tasks
in clinical fMRI in which we saw insignificant activity in the left
posterior language areas, including the angular gyrus, supramarginal
gyrus (e.g., Bookheimer, 2007; Połczyńska et al., 2016). Furthermore,
we observed activations in those areas that were absent in the standard
tasks. Considerable neuroimaging and lesion studies have shown that
grammar, and syntax in particular, is strongly lateralized to the LH in
most individuals (e.g., Antonenko et al., 2013; Batterink and Neville,
2013; Charles et al., 2014; Grodzinsky and Friederici, 2006; Miozzo
et al., 2010; Newman et al., 2010; Hickok and Rogalsky, 2011; Turken
and Dronkers, 2011; den Ouden et al., 2012; Friederici et al., 2012;
Griffiths et al., 2013; Makuuchi et al., 2013; Magnusdottir et al., 2013;
Fig. 2. ROI analysis for anterior and posterior fMRI activations in the standard, and the grammar tests.
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Papoutsi et al., 2011; Tyler et al., 2010, 2013; Wilson et al., 2011,
Wilson et al., 2012; Wright et al., 2012). Lesion studies have uniformly
indicated that damage to the LH results in grammar deficits. For
example, Dronkers et al. (2004) investigated comprehension of syntac-
tic structures including simple declaratives, possession, active and
passive (agentless and agentive) word order, double embedding, subject
and object relative clauses, negative passive, object clefting and object
relatives with relativized objects and found that all these structures
were impaired to a various degree in patients having lesions in the LH.
Further, the right hemisphere of split-brain individuals performed at
chance level even on semantically reversible subject-verb-object; active
declarative sentences, e.g., The boy is pushing the girl versus The girl is
pushing the boy. This is a very simple syntactic structure, but one for
which world knowledge alone cannot yield good comprehension, but
rather requires syntactic knowledge (Gazzaniga and Hillyard, 1971).
Moreover, Foki et al. (2008) pointed out that sentential level tasks are
superior at identifying activation in Broca's and Wernicke's areas
(> 95%) than word level tasks, e.g., object naming – 85% in Wernicke's
area and 75% on Broca's area (Gaillard et al., 2004, word generation –
81% in Wernicke's area and 81% and 92% in Broca's area (Stippich
et al., 2003). Those findings are in line with our results because the
CYCLE-N comprised stimuli at the sentence level, whereas the standard
tests included only word level tasks.
Compared to the standard tests, the CYCLE-N produced significantly
higher activity in the left angular gyrus. This area was not identified
using the standard tests. Damage to the left angular gyrus has been
associated with impaired performance on reversible passive sentences,
object-cleft sentences, conceptual combination (where single basic
concepts are synthesized to form a mentally composite/complex
concept), short-term memory and verbal working memory (Dronkers
et al., 2004; Newman et al., 2010; Newhart et al., 2012; Price et al.,
2015; Thothathiri et al., 2012). In a meta-analysis of 120 studies Binder
et al. (2009) found a network of seven regions in the LH, including the
angular gyrus, that were consistently reported for semantic processing.
The authors postulated that semantic knowledge is stored and retrieved
through widespread neural systems located in the cortex (Binder et al.,
2009). While we found the lexical process to be subserved by several
(mainly anterior) ROI, we found no activity in the angular gyrus.
However, our results are in line with a recent study by Humphreys
et al. (2015). These authors investigated the left angular gyrus, which is
part of the default network (it shows deactivation in many cognitive
tasks), and found that it was consistently deactivated in various
cognitive semantic and non-semantic tasks (e.g., synonym and number
judgment, category judgment of words, pictures and sounds).
Among all the language ROI, the CYCLE-N and the standard tests
produced the highest activation in the left hemisphere BA 44. The
region has been identified as the primary processor of syntax in the
brain (Dapretto and Bookheimer, 1999; Friederici, 2011; Haller et al.,
2005; Skeide et al., 2014; Tyler et al., 2013). BA44 participates in
building of syntactic structures (Friederici, 2011). It is activated by
long-distance dependencies (structures whose grammaticality depends
on rules or operations being applied to non-adjacent parts of a
Fig. 3. Functional MRI activations in language ROI in the left and right hemisphere.
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sentence) (e.g., Opitz and Friederici, 2007). In addition, BA 44 has been
shown to be particularly vulnerable to syntactically complex (non-
canonical) sentences (i.e., sentences involving movement operations) in
primary progressive aphasia (Wilson et al., 2012). Concurrently, a
recent meta-analysis of 54 fMRI and PET studies (Rodd et al., 2015)
showed that this area is involved both in syntactic and semantic
processing (language stimuli were single words, pairs and triples of
words, fragments of sentences or narratives). Our results are consistent
with this study in that both the standard and the CYCLE-N generated
the highest amount of activity in BA 44. Rodd et al.'s study, as well as
others, also demonstrated that the anterior inferior frontal gyrus (BA
47) was primarily associated with semantic processing (Friederici,
2011; Hagoort, 2005; Rodd et al., 2015). There was no significant
difference is activity in BA 45 between the CYCLE-N and the standard
tasks. At the same time, the inferior frontal gyrus centered on BA 44/45
has been shown to be involved in thematic role assignment (Friederici,
2011) (which may be construed to be part of syntax, e.g., theta-role
assignment). The area has been indicated to participate in artificial
grammar learning. BA 44/45 is thought to unify syntactic information
from various sources in an incremental (sequentially processed) and
recursive manner (Petersson et al., 2012) (syntactic structures which
embody what is referred to as “recursivity” – the property by which
syntactic rules generate an unbounded number of sentences and by
which sentences are unbounded in length).
Three ROI in the RH were activated more by the CYCLE-N than the
standard tests. This considerable involvement of the RH was unex-
pected because the LH seems to be the neural substrate for syntactic
processing even in very young children with typical language develop-
ment. The LH has been shown to specialize for processing syntax in two
to three-year-olds (Oberecker et al., 2005), and it is the LH that is
recruited when discriminating verbs from nouns in children as young as
two years who are still at the one-word stage (Bernal and Ardila, 2014).
However, there is little evidence to believe that our results were due to
functional reorganization of language areas in our patient sample.
Reorganization is known to occur in younger onset individuals. All of
our patients with epilepsy had an older onset with the exception of one
individual. As noted in Section 2.1, we analyzed only patients with LH
language dominance. Yet, the results of our study were not significantly
altered by the location of lesion (LH versus RH) or etiology (tumor
versus epilepsy). Thus, our results were specific to tasks we used in this
study and not due to atypical language organization. However,
Sammler et al. (2013) also found bilateral activity in a grammar test
in epileptic individuals. The authors performed intracranial EEG over
the temporal lobe while study participants were exposed to syntactic
violations of a sentence structure. We believe that there may be
increased support of the RH in processing grammar in both epilepsy
and tumor patients and that this support is not fully due to functional
compensation (Deng et al., 2015; Thiel et al., 2006). Moreover, since
damage only to the right hemisphere very rarely leads to aphasia, right
hemisphere ROI activated by fMRI may reveal a broader neural network
involved in language processing, only a part of which may, in fact, be
critical or necessary for language processing. According to Hickok and
Poeppel (2007) language comprehension (subserved by the ventral
system processing speech signals) is bilaterally organized. At the same,
time the authors pointed out that there are substantial computational
differences between the RH and LH systems. Studies using pre- and
post-operative test performance alone, not fMRI performance, may
produce key data bearing on this important issue of differentiating
clinical vs. experimental findings regarding mapping language in the
brain. Nonetheless, our results fit into a growing body of work that
shows that RH areas are recruited in language tasks, though an
understanding of what these RH regions contribute to language
processing in not yet understood and requires more research specifi-
cally devoted to understanding just that (Hartwigsen et al., 2010;
Vigneau et al., 2011; Wlotko and Federmeier, 2013; Passeri et al.,
2015).
Table 4
Two-way ANOVA testing for significant interaction effects between task type (grammar and standard tasks) and ROI. ANOVAs corrected for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni
Correction (p < 0.05/50).
LH p-values RH p-values
Patient Standard Skewed Grammar Skewed Patient Standard Skewed Grammar Skewed
T_11 5.6E−07⁎⁎⁎ E_3 7.5E−13⁎⁎⁎
T_27 1.6E−06⁎⁎⁎ E_12 4.1E−05⁎⁎⁎
E_5 1.9E−04⁎⁎⁎ T_21 5.2E−05⁎⁎⁎
T_12 5.0E−04⁎⁎⁎ T_3 1.1E−04⁎⁎⁎
T_3 0.002⁎ T_25 1.4E−04⁎⁎⁎
E_8 0.002⁎ E_5 2.6E−04⁎⁎⁎
T_25 0.003⁎ T_27 3.2E−04⁎⁎⁎
T_10 0.003⁎ E_7 3.2E−04⁎⁎⁎
T_16 0.02⁎ T_11 7.5E−04⁎⁎⁎
E_3 0.02⁎ T_2 0.002⁎
T_22 0.02⁎ T_10 0.004⁎
T_7 0.03⁎ T_7 0.005⁎
T_8 0.03⁎ E_2 0.02⁎
T_13 0.06 E_8 0.02⁎
T_26 0.07 E_13 0.05
E_12 0.07 T_16 0.09
E_2 0.1 T_8 0.09
T_21 0.1 E_4 0.1
E_6 0.2 T_12 0.2
E_4 0.3 E_6 0.2
T_2 0.4 T_22 0.4
E_13 0.4 T_6 0.4
T_4 0.4 T_4 0.5
E_7 0.5 T_13 0.5
T_6 0.9 T_26 0.6
Total significant 3 10 2 12
⁎⁎⁎ p < 0.001.
⁎ p < 0.05.
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4.2. Individual results
Individual subject results matched our group results in that we
observed significantly more patients had more robust activity in the
language ROI bilaterally (Table 4; Supplementary Fig. 1). The three
patients (T8, T12 and T27) who had more volume of activation in the
standard tasks than the grammar tasks had extensive lesions: tumor
with widespread edematous tissue; T12 additionally had a prior
resection. The lesions directly affected several posterior language ROI
and were masked in the three patients. We thus recorded no activity in
those regions. As shown in our group results, the grammar tasks
produced more volume of activation in the posterior language ROI
compared to the standard lexico-semantic tasks. After extracting much
of the left posterior activity associated with the grammar tasks we may
have seen more activity associated with the standard tasks in the frontal
language ROI. There were three more individuals with tumors within/
neighboring the posterior language ROI: T6, T7 and T26. In patients T6
and T26 the results did not significantly differ between the grammar
and the standard tasks, while T7 had more volume of activation in the
standard tasks. Patient T7 had a large yet well confined tumor that
seemed to have pushed the left superior temporal gyrus more poster-
iorly preserving the functional cortex. Patient T6 had a lesion extending
from the middle posterior to inferior temporal gyrus, thus affecting only
one posterior language ROI the left posterior middle temporal gyrus.
Finally, patient T26 had a small lesion affecting only the left angular
gyrus. In sum, after excluding individual tumor cases with extensive
lesions in the posterior ROI, there were no patients who had signifi-
cantly more volume of activation in the standard tests versus the
grammar tests.
4.3. Importance of grammar assessment
Grammar assessment may be an important addition to pre-operative
fMRI because it may help identify additional and more specific areas in
the brain dedicated to language. The fMRI literature has suggested that
the neurosubstrate of the language system is much more complex than
Standard Grammar 
Fig. 4. Comparison between functional activations in all standard versus all grammar tests in four patients: two with epilepsy – E2 (row 1) and E5 (row 2) and two with brain tumor – T 8
(row 3) and T11 (row 4). The grammar tests generated more volume of activation bilaterally in BA 44, BA 45, posterior superior temporal gyrus angular and supramarginal gyrus.
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the standard Broca's and Wernicke's area. For example, substantial
attention has been paid recently to the role of the anterior temporal
lobe (Binder et al., 2011; Brennan and Pylkkänen, 2016). A historically
known but under-discussed region is the basal temporal language area.
Stimulation of this area has been shown to cause anomia (Lüders et al.,
1986). It is difficult to assess how relevant any of these areas are for
grammar tasks because grammar is not tested perioperatively. Accord-
ing to Cervenka et al. (2013) more efficient, comprehensive language
mapping protocols (including the syntactic level) are required to avoid
language deficits after brain surgery. With no proper assessment of
grammar, neurosurgical decisions may be made based on incomplete
language maps that do not account for brain areas engaged in
grammatical processing, including complex linguistic processes. Con-
sequently, despite language testing, patients may have their language
compromised after brain surgery (Połczyńska, 2009; Połczyńska et al.,
2014). Disrupted grammar processes may be less apparent in the
standard language evaluations, but because grammatical knowledge is
central to normal communication, grammatical deficits will substan-
tially affect quality of life. In many cases such impairments may require
years of expensive language intervention (Basso et al., 2003). The
magnitude of impact of resection of brain areas engaged with grammar
processing on long-term outcome is yet to be studied. Further, the
impact may vary according to what the patient's needs are (e.g., what
their profession is). Those issues are not completely understood, none-
theless, we think it is important to begin a discussion that includes
assessment of grammar. Hopefully this will be a basis on which future
studies will start to examine grammar function perioperatively.
4.4. Study limitations
This study has limitations. Cerebral lesions may impair reliability of
fMRI images in the pre-surgical language mapping context (Hou et al.,
2006; Zacà et al., 2012). Larger lesions, such as mass defects and severe
atrophy can decrease the laterality index measure (Wellmer et al.,
2009). Moreover, brain tumors have been associated with edema and
altered oxygenation in the brain. These changes may hamper the
accuracy of fMRI and reduce the BOLD signal (Giussani et al., 2010).
However, a comparison between our lesional and non-lesional patients
did not show significant differences in the laterality index measure. At
the same time, we admit that fMRI as it is currently used should not be
an alternative method to language mapping with intraoperative cortical
stimulation (Giussani et al., 2010) or direct, nonexperimental testing.
We lacked behavioral monitoring for our fMRI tasks, which may
have impacted task involvement and accuracy. However, after several
years of study we believe we have established that tasks that require an
internal generation of a response generate as much activity as tasks
involving a verbal response (see also Partovi et al., 2012). We assessed
accuracy and involvement of our participants in three ways: (1) the
subjects received direct instruction and task practice prior to beginning
the fMRI session, (2) right after each fMRI task we asked the subjects
whether they had any problems with it, and (3) we analyzed the
primary visual and auditory cortices to assure that the subjects actively
participated in the task.
Another caveat in this study is using rest as the contrast task for our
language fMRI tasks. Contrast tasks are still controversial. We chose to
use a baseline that was equally relevant to tasks with different
modalities. To remove perceptual activation we used a conjunction
model.
Choosing an ROI approach we designed our study on a priori
knowledge. However, it is difficult to run a full brain analysis when
there is a space occupying lesion and likely reorganization. Therefore,
we decided to use ROI that have been shown to be associated with
impaired grammar processing after brain damage (van der Lely, 1998;
Linebarger et al., 1983; Friedmann, 2001; Bastiaanse and Thompson,
2003; Edwards and Varlokosta, 2007; Friedmann et al., 2010; Shetreet
and Friedmann, 2014;) and were also indicated using a whole-brain
analysis (e.g., (e.g., Friederici et al., 2000; Dronkers et al., 2004;
Gaillard et al., 2004; Bornkessel et al., 2005; Turken and Dronkers,
2011).
Finally, in this study we combined all the grammar tests and were
not able to test specific grammar structures and link them to particular
brain areas. We think it is an important future goal that should further
advance our understanding of the neural architecture of language.
5. Conclusions
In this study we introduced a comprehensive grammar test (the
CYCLE-N) to pre-operative fMRI. The test assessed language compre-
hension and production of a variety of linguistic structures at a sentence
level. The CYCLE-N generated more volume of activation in the LH and
identified additional language regions not shown by the standard tests.
Contrary to what was expected, the CYCLE-N also evoked substantial
activations in the RH and thus turned out to be superior at identifying
RH contributions to language processing. Thus, the CYCLE-N appears to
be an important addition to the standard pre-operative fMRI.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.nicl.2017.05.021.
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